February Technician Meeting Survey
Did you attend the most recent meeting?
25 - Yes

2 - No

Did the meeting include items that were most relevant to your daily responsibilities?
Always
some were
Definitely.
yes - 21
MDF and IDF closets Manager for each zone.
Yes very much so.
n/a
Yes, the security issues we are concerned with .
Yes, up coming testing and IDF closets
Yes...But, Frankie didn't ask for my responses to her "What's Love Got To Do With It" quiz.
I got the 7-9 option: #7 - The meetings are great; it's the drive to ISC that can be challenging. #8 - I very seldom
"worry" about things, I focus on the concerns of the day. And, #12 - the work never being done; I just see that
as job security.

Detail the most beneficial aspects of the most recent meeting.
All the information in the meeting.
Cyber security training
Discussion on PAT reports and on KnowBe4.
IDF closet
information on setting up Telpas
LOVE
network closets
Testing information. District security training updates.
Network closet info
Network Closet Presentation
Testing info.
Testing Reminders
being able to hear some updates that may be coming
Chromebooks/TELPAS/STAAR, Network Closet PAR
down the pipeline and security training.
Reports, Frankie's presentation and KnowBe4.
Frankie's presentation, so each and everyone of us can
Learned what needed to be done with the network
see where we stand.
closets at my school
The information about the testing thats coming up.
The Q & A part.
Information shared about PAR tickets and Network closet updates. Information shared from ccc and other
campuses in regards to issues and resolves of possible challenges with STARR testing.
Probably the upcoming KnowBe4 training and updated information concerning Closet Monitoring.
Receiving the tool box from Frank for our work on laptops.
Glad to here we are addressing the security issues in the district. The Test really did help me see that I wasn't as
knowledgeable as I thought. Creating a higher alert for me.
Testing information, since this is my first year at the District.
The past two meetings, what Frankie has had to say has been very encouraging. From the heart (no pun
intended) was my interpretation. KnowB4 is a huge benefit to us, I just have not had time to take the training
(ASAP). Good talk from the Testing leader. I look forward to making the network closets more secure.
What to look for while getting the chrome books read for testing
the review of what to expect from the upcoming testing sessions was helpful.

Overall, how effective was the most recent meeting
Extremely Effective - 4
Very Effective - 15
Effective - 6

Ineffective - 1
Extremely Ineffective - 1

February Technician Meeting Survey
Identify any technology-focused issues your building is experiencing
N/A - 2
Good so far, if not, I'll make a ticket for any issues.
none - 2
nothing
None at this moment.
We still having some issue with some of the yogas.
None at this time
none I can think of
Afternoon internet connections issues, so intermittent it is hard to narrow down.
Nothing trending but just normal day to day technology issues so far.
Issues with some M73E tinys not working with the topcat. The tinys connected to the topcat for a day or two.
The next day, the audio was no longer working on the tinys.
Mostly the WiFi comes and goes on Laptops old Dell's. Also the Lenovo P40's laptops are always breaking down
parts and software issues.
Need to have someone to speak to with question such as scheduling, etc of new technology. I.e. unable to teach
David Corona recently about our math boards.
I don't want to flood Susan Rivas with questions, once it's been ordered.
NWN arrived to Aragon at 3:20 pm as per Principal Mamaux instructions. They had to wait for parents and
school buses arrival to pickup students. NWN ask for me at receptionist desk, by the time I was located it was
almost 3:45PM. NWN needed my assistance with unlocking padlocks on old machines before they could be
removed. I had to go to Principal and ask for permission to stay after 4pm to be available to assist and also to
sign off on the delivery. Permission was denied I was told to go home, I left at 4:45 pm.
Science and social studies still waiting for their new technology
some teachers continue to have prometheian signal issues but they're manageable
The tickets put in for the closet is not Scottie Stevens it is created by the zone leader.
We are still experiencing a number of students unable to connect to BYOT with personal devices.

Suggestions, thoughts, ideas?
Enjoyed Elizabeth's presentation - she did a great job!
I enjoy working here
na - 2
None - 2
Keep on keeping on
Keep up the good work!
keep up the good work
More training for the users
None at the moment. - 2
Video meetings
Retry on Training for the LANDESK LEVEL 2 CERTIFICATION COURSE. Also are we going to get ZOOM Training and
use it for support?
We needed more info on the network closet reports, what SLA to set and who to send them to. Also what to do
after taking the KnowBe4 on line class.
I did not realize Aragon was receiving a delivery, nor that their arrival time would be after 3:20 pm due to
Principal refusal to accept delivery earlier during the day. It would have good if the locks were open just prior to
NWN arriving. It might also be beneficial for NWN to be given keys to all locks they may encounter during
deliveries in case they can not meet with the campus tech to assist them.

Team
AAS
High School - 8
Middle School - 5
Secondary
Unknown

Service Center - 2
TA
Technician
Technology - 2

